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INTRODUCTION
CamCRAG started life in the Summer of 2015 as a Facebook group for people in and around Cambridge
and taking donations to Calais to help the thousands of people in the ‘Jungle’ camp. Soon it became
a community group raising money, collecting donations, funding frontline projects and organising
convoys of volunteers and aid to Calais every 6 weeks. By November 2016 the ‘Jungle’ had been
dismantled, but CamCRAG continued, now as a registered charity supporting refugees in Calais,
Dunkirk, Paris and other places in Europe.
The convoys, collections, fundraisers and funding continue today, bringing humanitarian aid to the
hundreds of refugees in Northern France and thousands throughout Europe. We’re proud to report
that, over the last 12 months, the charity spent £30,872 on sending volunteers to Calais (£2.9k) and
purchasing items such as sleeping bags and food to directly benefit refugees (£22.7k). That’s £5.6k
more than the previous year and 96.8% of our total annual expenditure. All from over £31k raised by
volunteers in Cambridge.

Over the past year CamCRAG volunteers have done many different jobs while on our convoys to Northern France. They’ve sorted clothes, repaired tents, prepared food, chopped firewood, and distributed
aid directly to refugees.
Further afield, our volunteers have worked with Utopia56, Solidarithé, Paris Refugee Ground Support
and other groups distributing aid and information in Paris. But it’s not all about volunteering abroad.

The charity has also supported groups working on the ground with direct funding, such as Refugee
Community Kitchen and Solidarithé, as well as contributing to inter-associational fundraisers,
including last winter’s #Boots1000 project to buy 1000 waterproof boots, and the recently concluded
#Love4Lesvos campaign.
In the Cambridge area, our volunteers have run donation drop off days, salvaged camping supplies from
festivals, turned blankets into ponchos, spoken at churches, schools and civic events, led workshops,
invented new tent designs, collected money at concerts, fairs and events, organised fundraising
events like the Big Cambridge Calais Sleep Out, hosted film showings, created databases and websites,
distributed flyers and posters and spread awareness among their friends and family.

They have sold their own items to raise money for refugees and given their own money to buy items for
refugees. Most importantly of all, they’ve given their time. We are enormously grateful for all that our
volunteers have achieved.
The displaced people in Calais, Dunkirk and the rest of Europe continue to need help. Despite the lack of
media attention and awareness throughout the UK, in Cambridge our movement isn’t just continuing,
it’s growing.
We hope this report shows you a glimpse of that movement’s energy and growth and shows that there
are countless ways for you to be
a part of it.

Volunteers prepare food
at Refugee Community
Kitchen on one of
CamCRAG’s regular
weekend convoys to Calais
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TREASURER’S REPORT AND ACCOUNTS
STATEMENT OF FINANCIAL POSITION
○
○

During our financial year from 1 July 2017 to 30 June 2018, CamCRAG received £31,480 in cash.

Of this, £16,303 came from donations from individuals and organisations including churches, community
groups and other charities. £14,090 was raised from specific fundraising events organised by CamCRAG.

SPENDING

Over the course of the year we spent £31,894 as follows:
○
○
○
○
○

£1023 was spent on internal costs, made up of £25 on fundraising costs, £71 on items for sale
(e.g. greeting cards) and £927 on administrative costs, mainly room hire, refreshments and printing.
Disbursement of the remaining restricted funds of £823 to the Techfugees project.

£21,869 on purchasing items or services for refugees, including donations to associations such as Refugee
Community Kitchen and Solidarithé, and direct aid, such as sleeping bags and shoes.
£2,908 on refunding transport costs for the many volunteers who went on our convoys to Calais.
£5,272 on materials to make our ponchos. The vast majority of these were sent or will be sent to France, with
some being sold in the UK to help fund and promote the project.

RESERVES AND SPENDING POLICY

At the end of the financial year we had spent £415 more than we had received during the year from our previous
reserves of £11,256, leaving us with reserves of £10,841.

Where possible we spend funds on urgent or serious needs which meet CamCRAG spending policies and
requirements. This means that we may have higher reserves at some points of the year than others.

ACCOUNTS

For the period from 1 July 2017 to 30 June 2018. All figures to the nearest £
Unrestricted
Restricted
Total
Funds
Funds
Funds

2016/17

2015/16

Receipts
Donations
(cash and bank transfers)
Fundraising events
(organised by us)
Sale of cards

Refund of volunteer costs
Sale of ponchos

Total Receipts

16,303

-

16,303

23,435

15,032

157
890

-

31,480

-

492

-

890

307

31,480

-

157

35,630

20,807

25

-

25

627

-

14,090

-

40

-

14,090
40

11,754
134

5,283
-

Payments
Cost of fundraising events
Cost of cards

Purchases of items for refugees

71

-

101

103

21,869

823

22,692

20,139

14,395

927

31,071

-

823

927

31,894

168

26,078

294

19,102

408

- 823

- 415

9,552

1,704

Cash funds last year end

10,433

823

11,256

1,704

-

Cash funds this year end

10,841

0

10,841

11,256

1,704

Convoy volunteer costs

Production costs for ponchos
Administration

Total Payments

Net of receipts / (payments)

2,908
5,272

-

The charity has no assets besides cash funds, and no liabilities
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71

2,908
5,272

5,043
-

4,310
-

CONVOYS
CONVOYS PAST AND FUTURE
The convoys have continued throughout the past year,
with a total of 140 volunteer trips over seven weekends.
Volunteers have chopped onions, sorted tents, mended
trousers, distributed food, cleaned up camps, cut
wood, transported donations and so much more. The
overwhelming feedback we get from participants is
how much they value the experience of being able to
contribute, working together to do what is needed and
they tell us that they return feeling empowered and
inspired to do more: Here’s just two of their comments:
“I think the whole weekend we felt, however small a
task, we were trying to make a difference.”

The November 2017 convoy volunteers

“There is a real sense of togetherness and helping out for a common cause.”
We would like to thank everyone who has come on a convoy and also those who have provided the support at
home that enables others to come. In addition, we would also like to thank Pete Honig and Anna Zeffertt for
running our de-brief evenings, which give anyone who has been on a convoy the opportunity to share their ideas
and impressions. Thanks are also due to the long-term volunteers in Calais who consistently make us welcome
and enable us to contribute. We are delighted to have earned a very good reputation with Help Refugees and RCK
through our reliable presence every six weeks and the enthusiasm of our volunteers.
Our plans for next year are to continue organising our six-weekly convoys for as long as we are needed in Calais.
Details of upcoming convoys, and how to apply, can be found on our website.

MY FIRST CONVOY

Estere looks back on her first CamCRAG convoy in June 2018
Located in an ugly industrial area, the dark warehouse
does not give a very good first impression from the outside… but by the end of the convoy weekend you realise
that there are so many amazing people, so many funny
informative signs around, and so much love, music, care
and productivity, that it feels like home.

Besides the obvious work of sorting donations, we also
set up a sewing area. Donated clothes are often damaged, sleeping bags have holes, etc, and since stocks are
low, we were hand sewing buttons back on and machine
sewing hems and seams. We were also mending tents
with broken fabric, which seemed particularly important as tents are currently the most urgently needed
thing in Calais.

Checking tents on the June convoy

CamCRAG has been a long standing supporter of Refugee Community Kitchen (RCK), who prepare 1,200 meals
a day for refugees, and we currently contribute £1000 each month towards their costs. When I volunteered in
a refugee camp in Greece, where we cooked for 400 people, I said I’d never cut that many tomatoes in my life
before, and my kitchen playlist was a mix of Arabic and reggaeton music. This time in Calais it was the Beatles,
ABBA and Bob Marley. And I think I did break my tomato-chopping record! I was impressed by the efficient
planning that goes into this cooking, as well as by the high hygiene and health and safety standards in the kitchen.
In the afternoon RCK goes to distribute food to refugees, and the leftover food from the distributions is next day’s
volunteers lunch – it’s delicious!
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FUNDRAISING AND EVENTS
FUNDRAISING AND EVENTS

During the last financial year we raised £14,461 from events organised by or for CamCRAG.
The largest fundraiser was the 2 Cities Sponsored Sleepout at St Giles in January 2018, which raised £5,931 for
CamCRAG, plus the same amount for local homeless charity Wintercomfort. The Michael Rosen poetry and music
event organised in March 2018 with Historyworks and ReSound Acapella group raised £2,500 A sponsored Bike
ride in September 2017 raised £2,812.

Other events during the year included our Christmas Get Together (£597), a fundraiser by John Hodges at the
Locker Cafe (£540), and three Winegums Comedy Nights by Nessie Ward (£169). Many musical fundraising
evenings were organised for us, including Zims Bridge Christmas Comeback, a Pawn Hearts gig organised by
Jonathan Birt, a gig at the Portland Arms, a Strummers folk night gig, and a carol concert by the Cantabrigians.
Together such events raised £1335.
Several events were organised or supported by CamCRAG at which donations were collected. These included
Mill Road Winter Fair, Strawberry Fair, Cambridge University Freshers Fair, a film showing of Oksijan at the Arts
Picturehouse in January, a Play for Calais, and Holocaust Memorial Day in January.

SPONSORED SLEEPOUT

On 28th January 2018, to mark Homeless Sunday, CamCRAG and Wintercomfort held a
sleepout at St Giles’ Church for the homeless of Cambridge, and the refugees of Calais.
We had a month of intense planning and more than a few misgivings. Would
anybody come? What if the weather was too bad? Would we get close to our
£5000 sponsorship target?
On the previous Sunday, in snow and freezing rain on the coldest day of
the year, we put up our ‘Sea Of Tents’ in St Giles’ churchyard - damaged and
unsuitable tents that we had recovered from the Calais warehouse. We
hoped to raise awareness of the event, but it succeeded in a way we didn’t
expect. Somebody contacted the crime desk of the Cambridge News, and the
next thing we knew we were in the papers!

The day of the sleepout started mild and sunny. We built a welcome marquee out front next to our now-famous
‘Sea Of Tents’, and set up our ‘Poncho Stall’, ‘Erect-a-Tent Challenge’ and ‘Soup Kitchen’ inside the church. Then we
waited. It’s was a whirl of activity with our Mayor, George Pippas, struggling with the pop-up used for the ‘how
fast can you erect a tent’ challenge; a stream of customers for ponchos and soup; speeches from the Mayor and
Daniel Zeichner; and above all, our volunteers going all out to make the event a success.
After an evening meal for our twenty-five sleepers in
the magical setting of the Nave of St Giles’ at night, we
settled outside. The temperature dropped, and the wind
increased and started to cut through our bedding like a
knife – this is the brutal reality for those with no alternative. It was uncomfortable to say the least. Then at 6am
we breakfasted on bacon rolls and learnt that we had
passed the £10,000 mark. By the end of the event the total
was £11,646.00.

We cannot thank the community of St Giles’ and Revd Ank
Volunteers enjoy a meal before braving the night
Rigelsford enough for the use of their church, our wonderful team of volunteers for making the event happen, and, of course, our brave sleepers.
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We aim to organise a similar event in 2019, and the planning starts now: If you would like to get involved, or if you
have ideas for other events that could help raise awareness of the refugee crisis, email events@camcrag.org.uk

FUNDRAISING AND EVENTS
YOURS HOPEFULLY

The Yours Hopefully event organised in March by Historyworks and CamCRAG at
St Barnabas Church sold all 300 tickets, raising £2500.
Michael Rosen (poet in residence at Historyworks) performed several new poems on the theme of refugees and
migration, including one about missing members of his own family.
The ReSound Acappella choir sang
a poem of Michael Rosen’s set to
music and other moving songs from
all over the world, focusing on peace
and tolerance. The Vargas Brothers
sold delicious Andean empanadas
and CamCRAG volunteers staffed an
efficient bar and information stall.
The poncho team held an excellent
stall featuring crafts and ponchos
made at their regular sewing
sessions.

Amnesty International, The MEENA
Centre (which supports women and
child refugees in the UK), and CRRC
ReSound Choir and Michael Rosen perform to a capacity audience
(Cambridge Refugee Resettlement
Campaign) ran information stalls
and there was a volunteer-run cake stall, which we were pleased to see was empty of cake by the end of the
evening. Heffers ran a stall selling books by Michael Rosen, which he signed during the interval.
We would like to thank everyone who attended, and hope you had as uplifting a night as we did. Special thanks to
Helen Weinstein, Historyworks and of course all our hard working volunteers.

BIKE RIDE JOHN O’GROATS TO LAND’S END

In September 2017 CamCRAG committee
member Terry Spencer cycled 1,177 miles
from John O’Groats to Land’s End, raising
over £2,800 in the process.
He was part of a team of five friends, the Camrollers,
who together raised over £12,000 on the trip (the
other charities were Action for Pulmonary Fibrosis,
Cambridge Cancer Research Fund, The Papworth
Trust and World Bicycle Relief).
With a total ascent of 56,571 feet (nearly twice the
height of Everest) it was a difficult challenge, but
fortunately the journey was eased by just four days
cycling against the wind.

Thank you to the 65 people who donated so
generously.

If you have a fundraising idea our team
would love to hear from you - send an email to
fundraising@camcrag.org.uk

The Camrollers at John O’Groats before their epic ride
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PONCHO PROJECT
BACKGROUND
In the autumn of 2017 CamCRAG were considering the problem of how to help refugees in France stay warm,
especially at night. Blankets have a short life because they are difficult to carry, and are often confiscated by the
police. The CamCRAG fleece poncho was a result of seeking a cheap, wearable, warm solution to this problem
inspired by the Latin American poncho.

BUILDING THE PROJECT

In October 2017 we bulk purchased Ikea fleece blankets funded by
a CamCRAG supporter, created a sewing pattern and organised a
weekend sewing session. With the help of 30 volunteers we were
able to send a trial batch of 127 ponchos to the Help Refugees Calais
warehouse in November. They proved popular with refugees, and
Help Refugees requested batches of 300 or 600 for distribution.
The poncho team expanded and with the help of increasing numbers of motivated and regular volunteers, some sewing at home,
and with the provision of free venues for group sewing events we
were able to make 300 to go out with our January convoy and 600
in February. We also provided waterproof ponchos to be given out
with each of our blanket ponchos.
We were very proud when, in February 2018, a forum of refugee
agencies in the UK and Northern France voted the poncho project
the best out of eleven initiatives for impact and feasibility.

SUSTAINABILITY

To enable us to part-fund the project and reduce waste, our
volunteers started making craft items from the material offcuts
including toy mice, make-up bags and cushion covers. In January
2018 we also started making ponchos, ponchos4all, to sell at
£17.50, funding the provision of
three ponchos for refugees. Both
have proven popular and our stall
recently sold all our stock of over 40
ponchos at Trunchonbury festival
where we were kindly offered a free
stall. The ponchos4all have proven
popular with local homeSewing sessions are great social events
less services and we are in
discussion with local services about supporting (ex)homeless individuals to make
ponchos for themselves and others.

EXPANSION

In total we made 1027 ponchos over a four-month period. This amazing achievement has only been possible due to over one hundred volunteers giving their time
to cut, sew, fold and transport ponchos; the free venues kindly offered by Chesterton Methodist Church, St Luke’s Church, ArtWorks and Friends Meeting House; and
grants from the Radley Trust and Emmaus, as well as donations from volunteers,

The ponchos have proved popular with refugees in Calais and Dunkirk
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PONCHO PROJECT
and bulk-buy discounts from Ikea. We have had support from
the Gates Foundation scholars for whom we ran a sewing session and volunteers using employer-sponsored volunteering
days. The Cambridge Buddhist Centre also recently held their
own sewing session as part of their Buddhist Action Day. We
support and encourage other poncho projects around the
country, by sharing our pattern and giving guidance for group
sessions. This has resulted in partnerships with groups in
other areas including Suffolk and St Albans.
Over the year we raised almost £900 in sales, and over £2,000
in specific donations for the project (including a donated
room hire charge of £207).

Directed donations came from Radley and Emmaus. There
was one more from a regular volunteer but he asked to remain
anonymous.

The limited edition double poncho for couples

THE FUTURE

The poncho project team communicate with our volunteers
through regular newsletters, the CamCRAG poncho website
and the CamCRAG Facebook group. We plan to send three
batches of 600 ponchos over the winter of 2018/19 and we’d
love your help - keep an eye on the website and Facebook for
more info on upcoming sewing sessions.

Brooches made with offcuts from the project

Remaining sewing sessions in 2018
Sunday 21 October 10am to 5pm

Saturday 3 November 12.30pm to 6pm - Owl Doorstop Workshop
Friday 16 November 11.30am to 9.45pm
Saturday 17 November 9am to 5.30pm

Friday 14 December 11.30am to 9.45pm
Saturday 15 December 9am to 5.30pm

All sessions are at Hartington Grove Meeting House
EXCEPT Sunday 21 October, which is at Artworks Studio
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SOS TENTS
THE PROBLEM
As of June 2018, the Calais warehouse has experienced a serious shortage of tents - the main form of shelter
for displaced people in Calais; in fact, for the first time ever, we’ve seen the shelves of the huge ‘Tent World’
part of the warehouse stand empty. Donations still come in but the operating procedure of the CRS has
shifted increasingly towards repeated destruction and clearance so the average lifetime of a tent is now just
three days.

THE PROJECT

CamCRAG’s project is the result of the vision of our committee member Dona
who saw the need for very cheap shelters that would be designed for a limited
lifespan, could be made by volunteers from simple or surplus materials, and
used to replace tents as they are destroyed.

Tents have long been a CamCRAG speciality - our Calais volunteers have checked
and repaired enough to shelter hundreds of displaced people. We learnt about
the many shapes, sizes and configurations, and the problems they bring; too big, too fragile, too complicated. We also realised there was an opportunity to turn the situation to our advantage. Each donated tent
needs to be erected, checked, and repacked by a volunteer - a
process that can take well over half an hour. To make a tent
from scratch in less than that time, for well under the cost of
a new one, would be a big win. We could also ensure that the
deployment was fast and simple.

Volunteers designed the initial tent in June

THE FUTURE

Volunteers will know that new ideas are always welcome in
Calais, as long as they are thoroughly discussed, so during the
July Convoy we spoke to the long-term volunteers who manage
donations, warehousing and distribution, and showed them a
prototype. The feedback was positive - such as this from Sam,
the distribution coordinator from Utopia56: “Having spoken
to other Coordinators in Calais we are very excited about your
project and we think they could be of serious benefit here, so
count us in please!”

This is still work in progress. We started with some volunteers making early versions during a ‘Great
Get-Together’ at the end of Refugee Week in June, and in July we showed a prototype at the entrance to the
Cambridge Folk Festival (which we deliberately slashed on the final day to the slight concern of the nearby
bus queue).
We have just computerised the design and are
now working on the final plans and assembly
instructions. The next step will be to organise an
event to build the first real batch to send to Calais
(volunteers
most
welcome,
please
email
tonyking@camcrag.org.uk).
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Writing this on a blazingly hot August day it is hard
to imagine sleeping without shelter in the depths of
winter in Calais, but this may be the bitter reality for
hundreds of people unless we do something right now.
We must ensure the ‘Tent World’ shelves are kept full,
and for that we need your help and ideas.

An SOS tent on display at the Cambridge Folk Festival

DONATIONS AND COMMUNICATIONS
DONATIONS
We collect physical donations for delivery with our regular convoys to Calais, and over the past year once again
the people of Cambridge have shown their generosity. We held five donation drop off days, two in Cambridge,
and one in each of Swavesey, Haddenham and Histon: Thank you to everyone who helped organise and run these
events, and the many volunteers who patiently sorted and boxed donations.
We would also like to thank everyone at the Daily Bread Co-operative and the Argyle Street Housing Co-operative,
who have accepted donations on our behalf throughout the year. Taken together, the drop off days and regular
donation points mean we almost always have donations to fill volunteers’ vehicles heading to France.

In the eighteen months since the start of March 2017 we have now received and sent to Calais well over a tonne
of dried and tinned food, 400 bags of clothes, 100 tents and 400 sleeping bags, as well as numerous other useful
items. This does not include donations independently collected and delivered by many volunteers in the Cambridge area. Small amounts of CamCRAG’s physical aid has also gone to groups in Paris and Greece.

You can find information on our regular donation points and upcoming drop off days on our website. If you would
like to organise a drop off day, have a potential venue or have any other ideas or queries about donations, email
donations@camcrag.org.uk

COMMUNICATIONS

An expanded communications team was formed shortly after last year’s AGM, including several new volunteers
who offered to help manage CamCRAG’s website, invigorate the social media feeds and produce material for
our monthly newsletter. Although the main activity of the communications team is to support the convoys to
Calais with advertising and calls for donations, we also promote fundraising events, maintain contacts with press
and radio and liaise with other related groups, such as Cambridge Refugee Resettlement Campaign, RE:Action,
Wintercomfort and Jimmy’s Night Shelter.

We held a major publicity campaign for the Cambridge Calais Sleepout at the end of January, with information
sent to press and broadcast media and constant updates on progress and planning on our social media feeds.
This resulted in interviews with committee members on local television and radio, although, slightly gallingly, the
attention of the Cambridge News was drawn not by our carefully crafted press release, but by their crime reporter
thinking he had stumbled on an illegal encampment in St Giles’ churchyard. Fortunately, this led to a spread on
our efforts and the plight of refugees and the homeless, followed in April by a photo shoot with the Mayor where
a ceremonial cheque was presented to representatives of CamCRAG and Wintercomfort. Varsity, the Cambridge
University student newspaper, also ran a spread on how the issues of homelessness and migration are linked.
Publicity was made easier for our next big event in March by the presence of a celebrity in the form of Michael Rosen,
the poet, children’s author and broadcaster. Michael is poet in residence with Historyworks, a Cambridge-based
media production company which seeks to promote public engagement with history. Helen Weinstein of Historyworks was very active in leafleting all over the city, whilst we advertised the Hopefully Yours poetry reading and
concert online, achieving widespread coverage. ReSound choir, who supported Michael, brought along friends
and family and the event sold out.

Cambridge 105 Radio were kind enough to mention the Hopefully Yours event on their programmes and then followed up with an invitation to become their Charity of the Month in May. Neil and Linda, presenters of Cambridge
105 Radio’s Breakfast show, came with us on the April convoy to find out more about the situation in Calais.
Charity of the Month status meant that interviews with committee members featured regularly throughout May
and a one-hour special on Neil and Linda’s visit was broadcast during Refugee Week in June. We are very grateful
for their support. Refugee Week itself saw a programme of events to promote coordinated by local SOS Children’s
Villages and City of Sanctuary groups.
In common with similar groups, we have had to look carefully at our record-keeping and mailing lists to ensure
that we comply with the GDPR which came into law in May this year: If you haven’t received a newsletter from us
since then, chances are you were removed from our list: You can re-subscribe on our website.
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